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ABSTRACT
T he Quad Flat Pack No L eads (QFN) style o f leadless
packaging [also kno wn as a Land G rid Array (LGA)] is
rapidly increasing in us e for wireless, automotive, telecom
and many other areas b ecaus e o f its low cost, low stand-off
height and excellent thermal and electri cal prop erties. With
the implementation of any n ew pack age type, there is
always a learning curve for its use in design and processing
as well as for the Pro cess and Quality Engineers who h ave
to get to grips with the ch allenges th at these pack ages
bring. Therefo re, this paper will provide examples of the
common process d efects that can be seen with QFNs
/LGAs when using optical and x-ray inspection as part o f
manu factu ring quality control. Results of trials conducted
on four PCB finishes and using vapour ph ase and
convection reflo w will be discussed. In addition to optical
inspection, the use of high resolution, high magnification xray inspection provides a non-destructive test for the
optically hidden aspects of the packag e so as to highlight
open joints and the excessive voiding that can often be seen
under the central part of th e pack age. Such ex cessive
voiding can not only affect the package’s thermal
perform ance during operation, it can also modify the standoff h eight. T herefore, monitoring this voiding provid es a
valuable method to qu ali fy the presen ce o f unsuitable
stand-o ff heights which, in turn, may increase the
propensity for open joints during production.
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INTRODUCTION
T he Quad Flat Pack No L eads (QFN) style o f leadless
packaging is becoming ever mo re used for many
applications in printed circuit board assembly. This is
becaus e o f its low cost, compared to other packag e types;
its low stand-off h eight, enabling thinner final produ cts;
and its excellent thermal and electrical properties. Although
most commonly known as QFNs, the same, or similar,
packag e types are also known under other names. T he most
common alternative is Land Grid Array (LGA). However,
other terms that can be used to describe the same thing

include Plastic Quad Flat No-Lead (PQFN), Micro Lead
Frame Plastic (MLFP), Small Outline No-Lead (SON – two
sides) and Micro Lead fram e Package (MLP). A simple
common description of all o f these packag es is of a number
of planar conn ections around the edg e with the bulk o f the
joint termination running back under the p ack age. O ft en,
the edge termination continues a sm all way up the v ertical
side of the moulded exterior. T here may also be a fu rther
single large termination/heat sink under th e majority o f the
central po rtion of th e device (see image 1 ). As will be
discussed later, it is not just the qu ality o f the edge
connections that must be ensured du ring board assembly,
but also the level of voiding within the central, large p ad in
the centre (i f p resent ). If such a central pad is being used
fo r removing heat from the component, then any redu ction
in the therm al efficien cy, caused by the voids produ cing a
poor thermal cont act, may not only result in device
overheating but also likely failure.

Image 1: Optical image of Q FN package terminations
As the pack age terminations are all located under the
device, it makes traditional Automated Optical Inspection
(AOI) very di fficult, i f not impossible, as the main bulk o f
the edge joints, and the entire central joint, are hidden from
view. In addition, should the side terminations on the
packag e not wet during reflow then this will further
mitigate the effi ciency o f AO I with these packag es. Manual
use o f an edg e viewing optical microscop e does o ffer some
good information as to the quality of the edg e joints in
these pack ages, as will be seen later, but, once again, the

central joint is unable to be evalu ated. In contrast, using xray inspection within the production environment offers a
non-destructive method for investigating all o f the p ack age
terminations, including the voiding under the central pad.
T he use of x-ray inspection for investigating QFN packages
has been helped by recent dev elopments made in 2dimensional (2D) x-ray inspection equipment [1 – 3]. In
particular, the improvements in resolution magni fication
and greyscale sensitivity, especially when inspecting at
oblique angle views. In addition, new x-ray systems include
digital x-ray imaging detectors, which hav e enhan ced
greyscale range as standard, that enables far b etter visual
separation of similarly dense features [3] so as to ensure the
best effective identification and analysis (see image 2).

•
•

ISOLA 410 Materials - 1.08 mm cores 35/35 um +
2 x 7628 pre-pregs
ISOLA 104 (Standard FR4) Materials - 1.00 mm
cores + 2 x 7628HR pre-pregs

T he flexible circuit construction was:
•
•

0.05mm Copper 18/18um ESPANEX from
Holders T echnologies
Liquid Solder Mask - MPR80 Amber from Nippon
Steel

T he flexible circuits and the rigid boards were divided into
fou r batch es. One o f the fou r main surface finishes
typically considered fo r lead-free manu facture was then
applied to each batch. This provided a stock o f identical
boards where the only differen ce was the surface finish.
T he surface finishes used were:
Immersion Nickel/Gold - Aurotech, from Atotech
Immersion T in - Stannatech from Atotech
Immersion Silver - Sterling from MacD ermid
OSP - Glicoat SMD P2 from Shikoku
Both the flexible and rigid circuit boards were then
assembled with the following process steps:
Electrofo rm nickel stencil
Siemens placement
Convection & vapour phase reflow
IR and convection rework

Image 2: X-ray image of QFN post reflow
T ogether, these x-ray developments allow a relatively
inexperien ced op erator to quickly assess and quantify the
analysis within the produ ction environment. With lesser xray inspection equipment, that lacks good magnification,
resolution and contrast sensitivity, the clarity of the analysis
may be more difficult to achieve.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
During the four years o f running the L ead-Free Exp erien ce
(‘Experience’) [4], lead-free pro cessing trials were
conducted using convection and vapour phase reflow on
boards with di fferent surface finishes. T he boards were
1.6mm thick and contained a range o f different surface
mount components and the through -hole connectors.
During the most recent ‘Experience’, two 40-pin QFN
packag es 6 x 6 mm squ are w ere included in the design.
T wo different package configurations were used, so as to
have di fferent types o f side terminations. Trials were also
conducted for QFNs process ed onto flexible circuits using
similar design rules and pro cess paramet ers as for the rigid
boards.
T wo types of rigid laminate construction were used:

Further details and the p rocess parameters used can be
found in the Lead-Free Exp erience R eport [4 ]. For the
‘Experience 4’ experiments, the sample boards were
additionally thermally cycled between -55°C and +125°C;
initially for 2000 cy cles and subs equently for a fu rther 900
cycles. T he cycle duration was 48 minutes. T he
temperature cy cling was kindly condu cted by Milos Dusek
at the UK National Physical laboratory (NPL) where free
space was av ailable in one o f their test chambers. Each o f
the experimental boards was visually ex amined and
selected examples micro-sectioned. T his part o f the
exercise was p rimarily associ ated with testing micro-via
hole reliability and is discussed in a separate paper [5].
X-ray examination o f the QFN joint quality was conducted
after the soldering processes and after 900 thermal cycles.
A digital x-ray inspection system was used for this analysis.
T he x-ray system had a ‘seal ed transmissive’ type of x-ray
tube with sub-micron resolution that provided 16-bit
greyscale sensitivity with a real-time x -ray image size o f
2.0 Mpixels on-screen. The x-ray images were acquired at
30 frames p er second. The system was abl e to provide
oblique angles of up to 70° at any point 360° around any
position on the test board without compromising the
available magni fication. This is achieved through tilting the
x-ray detector instead of tilting the board.

ANALYSIS – OPTICAL INSPECTION
Optical inspection o f th e QFN joints within the test boards
showed that th e majority o f joints w ere of good quality,
irrespective o f whether convection or vapour phas e reflow
was used. However, the few d efects that did occur h ave
provided a rang e o f pictures that offer good referen ce
images as to good and ‘good bad’ examples of QFN edge
terminations. Images 3 – 8, provide typical examples of the
results and o ffer some comparison ben chmark for those
who may be less familiar with using QFNs.

Image 4: Optical image of the base of a Q FN showing
typical pad burring that may be seen on edgeterminations. This is caused by poor component
singulation
of
the lead-frame during device
manufacture.

Image 3: Optical imag e of edge termination solder
joints on a Q FN component. The component supplier
has managed to achieve an optimum plating finish on
the terminations which has allowed a ‘classically
perfect’ fillet to form during reflow, which includes
coverag e of the side terminations.

Image 3a: Optical image of edge termination solder
joints on a Q FN component. This shows satisfactory
solder fillets on the edge terminations but there is no
substantial wetting of the side terminations. This type of
view is far more co mmonly found during real
manufacture.

Image 5: Optical image of the edge of a Q FN post
reflow. The right most joint has not been made
successfully and should be compared to the other joints
shown. This has been caused by ex cessive paste being
applied to the central QFN pad and/or excessive voiding
occurring in the central pad during an inadequate
reflow profile. These conditions make the Q FN ‘float’
on the central pad during reflow, which raises the
package above the board more than normal, and so
interferes with the capillarity action of the reflow
process. These issues have also lead to variation in the
solder quality on the side fillets. Issues with the Q FN
central pad cannot be seen by visual inspection and it is
possible that other facto rs may also cause failed edge
terminations. X-ray inspection (see later) allows a nondestructive view of the central QFN pad to confirm, or
otherwise, the analysis.

difficult for AOI inspection. The land pattern should
still extend outside of the component footprint and the
length of the pad designed under the part should ex tend
to the end of the metalisation. Although good wetting of
the side terminations is not required to make a good
Q FN edge joint, if they are pres ent then i t is often a
great help to inspecting their quality in the real world of
manufacturing.

Image 6: Micro-s ection of a Q FN on a flexible circuit.
The Q FN has ‘floated’ due to ex cessive paste deposited
on the central pad and/or ex cessive voiding in the centre
pad. This has caused an open joint. This failure may
have been ex acerbated by solderability or burring
issues in the component plating.

ANALYSIS – X-RAY INSPECTION
As with the optical inspection imag es, the test boards h ave
provided useful reference x-ray images to show the
difference between good and bad QFN joints (see images 9
and 10). T he defects were more likely caused by the rush to
produce boards from an ad hoc assembly line at an
exhibition rather than by any underlying issues with the use
of QFN packages under convection or vapour phase reflow.
T he good joints remained good, even after the thermal
cycling.

Image 9: X-ray image of a Q FN reflowed onto a flexible
circuit showing good, consistent edge joints and very
little voiding under the central pad.

Images 7 & 8: Optical imag es of a Q FN showing that
solder joints have formed on the base of the device.
However, if the side terminations do not wet then the
visual appearance of the joints may vary making it very

Image 10: X -ray image of a Q FN reflowed onto a
flexible circuit showing open edge joints (as seen by the
shape of, and less material in, the joint – see arrows and

compare with image 9 and the substantial voiding under
the central pad.
It was in the central pad how ever, cl early s een und er x-ray
inspection, where th e voiding levels v aried d ramatically
across all the test bo ards. T his was irrespective of the
reflow method used on the board and this variation was
especially mark ed on the QFNs placed on the flexible
circuits (see images 9 and 10).
As described previously (image 5), the most likely cause of
this voiding variation is because o f solder paste deposition
variability during printing owing to the un-optimised nature
of the p roduction line used at the ‘Experience’. An excess
of solder paste may caus e the QFN to ‘ float’ over the pad
and, as a result, impact on the heat dissipation and/or the
effici ency o f operation o f the package. It should be noted
that the ex cessive voiding lev els were slightly more
pronounced on convection reflow ed boards compared to
vapour phase. However, the difference was small and there
were many convection reflowed boards that showed little,
or no voiding. Any discrepancy in the dat a may h ave b een
caused instead by the wetting efficien cy o f th e PCB solder
finish and/or the stencil design.

Image 11: Optical image of acceptable Q FN edge
terminations. Solder fillets should ex ist if the design
incorporates pads that ex tend beyond the package
width.

Optical Inspection Criteria for Q FNs
Optical inspection criteria fo r QFNs are suggested by the
IPC-A-610D do cument [6]. In particul ar, it suggests that
the maximum side overhang of the termination relative to
the pad be at most 25% o f th e pad width for class 2 and 3
products. It also suggests that the minimum end joint width
is at least 75% of the total pad width for class 2 and 3
products (see diagram 1).
Image 12: Optical image of acceptable Q FN edge
terminations. Solder fillets should be visible to a
minimum of 75% of the width of the termination.

Diagram 1: Optical inspection criteria for Q FNs (from
IPC-A-610D – see reference 6).
T o provide a simpler understanding of the visual
appearance o f acceptabl e and unacceptable QFN joints in
manu factu ring, shop floor inspection posters are available
[7]. Images 11 – 13, show typical examples

Image 13: Optical imag e of unacceptable Q FN edge
terminations. The solder rise is limited and an open
joint can be seen. The package is also ‘floating’ above
the surface of the pads.

X-ray Inspection Criteria for Q FNs
As there is no explicit recommendation in the IPC-A-610D
as to acceptabl e x-ray inspection criteri a for QFNs, the
following are suggested as a guideline. Further in formation
on suggested x-ray inspection guidelines for a rang e o f
typical components used in production can be seen in
referen ce 8. A comparison between x-ray images o f a good
and a bad QFN are shown in imag es 9 and 10 as w ell as in
image 14.

Image 14: X-ray images of QFNs following reflow
showing an ideal ex ample (left) and an unsatisfactory
one. Note the joint va riations in the unsatisfactory
ex ample which can be clearly seen, even at low
magnification, and therefore, with this x -ray system,
does not require additional higher magnification or
oblique angle views to be taken.

cause(s) o f this condition should be investigated and
necess ary co rrective action to the pro cess applied. Possible
rework o f su ch joint conditions should wait until the
process has been corrected.

Image 15: Target Condition of QFN edge joints where
showing a moderate l evel of voiding within joints is
acceptable. All joints have reflowed.

X-ray inspection should commence at one corn er of the
device and s can around all four sides. Attention should be
paid to the presence o f fillets, if they exist, on extending
lands.
T he maximum void percentage in any one termination,
including the central pad, should be less than 20% o f the
joint area. In the cas e o f multiple voids, the maximum void
percentage should be also less than 20%. It should be noted
that blind vias in the cent re p ad area, or through-vias with
solder mask capping the opposite side of the board, are
likely also to contribute to voiding
Images 15 – 17 and 18 – 20 show three example x-ray
images of QFNs. Each indicates a di fferent lev el of joint
condition acceptability for the edge and central
terminations respectively. T hese are:

Image 16: Acceptable Condition of QFN edge joints
showing an increased level of voiding within the joints
but well within any action level.

1. T arget Condition – An image of the ideal solder joint
when inspected with x-ray.
2. Accept able Condition – An image o f th e joint
appearance in the x-ray system that is at the maximum
permitted level of d eviation from th at set as the t arget
condition. T hese joints will not require rework but sugg est
a process review be considered to improve the joint quality
towards the target condition. T his level is the minimum
condition for the production process.
3. Defect Condition – An image o f the joint appearan ce in
the x-ray system indicating an unacceptable joint. T he

Image 17: Defect Condition of QFN edge joints showing
insufficient solder in a joint (this ex ample) or voiding
ex ceeds 20% of the joint area of a single joint.

CONCLUSIONS
Manual optical inspection for QFNs (LGAs) or similar
packag es is possible provided the Design Engineers include
lands that protrude outside the footp rint of the packag e.
T his permits the formation of visible solder fillets.
However, it is not practical to manually optically inspect
these joints in quantity. T herefore, implementing proper
process control and good process engineering practice is
the best solution to getting good joints in the first place.

Image 18: Target Condition - Moderate level of voiding
under the central termination is acceptable. All edge
terminations are consistent.

Automatic optical inspection systems can inspect joints
fo rmed around the QFN devices provided that suitable
footprints are used by Design Engineers. However, defining
the best criteria for automated testing of QFNs can be
challenging due to the v ariations that can exist on the edge
of the package. T hese variations can be caus ed by limited
wetting o f th e side terminations and/or burring produ ced
following singulation of th e compon ents during their
manu factu re.
It is not possible for optical inspection to check for
variation in the height of the package above the pads, which
may be occur i f the devi ce ‘ floats’ owing to the deposition
of excess solder paste and/or excessive voiding under the
central termination.

Image 19: Acceptable Condition – An increased level of
voiding is seen in the central termination.

X-ray inspection can easily show, and measure, the level of
voiding under the central termination, allowing quick and
practical con firmation, or otherwise, of a good
manu factu ring process. It will not check the height
variation directly, but if there are substantial volume
changes in the conductive m aterial und erneath the d evice
then this will be seen as discret e density di fferences in the
x-ray image. Excessive voiding levels will also be clearly
visible. T ogether, these observations can be correlated with
the likelihood of the device ‘ floating’ above the surface o f
the pads and its potential for failure when in use.
Changes in the density and shape o f th e edg e terminations
can also b e quickly observed in QFNs by x-ray inspection.
Such variation will strongly indicate the presen ce of open
and partial joints, especially when compared to the other
terminations in the d evice and to comp arison images from
‘golden’ reference samples.
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